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Chapter 311 Father and Son Talk 

Over here, Lin Rui, who hung up the phone, looked around at his two friends with curious eyes. “Well, 

that’s Thor. You can get to know each other next time. You’ll like him as a friend.” 

“Jackson, there seems to be something strange about your friend.” “Asked Peter, looking at Lin Rui with 

a strange look in his eyes. 

“What’s the matter?” Lin Rui asks, puzzled. 

“Did he say on the phone that you were his only friend on Earth? Is he an Alien?” It turned out that 

Peter had just heard what Thor and Lin Rui had said, and he had discovered this somewhat abnormal 

sentence. 

“Oh, this. He is certainly a bit of an eccentric, but let’s make a formal introduction next time we meet. 

For now, I will keep some mystery.” Lin Rui smiled at Peter’s words. 

Lin Rui didn’t plan to hide the fact that Thor is an alien from Peter and Harry, after all, they now know 

each other’s hidden identities. But there’s something fun about keeping others in suspense and it would 

create a more powerful impact when he introduces Thor to them, of course, whether they believe him 

or not is not known as Thor doesn’t look much like an alien. 

“Well, then, I’m looking forward to our next meeting.” There was no definite answer, and Peter let it go. 

“Let’s go home. You won’t have to worry about the school with your grades, but our increasing absence 

will not leave a favorable impression.” Harry is not as interested in Thor as Peter, and he has already 

contacted his driver to pick them up. 

“Yeah, I need to hurry back. I was also absent during this time, and although I had Jackson covering for 

me, maybe the school would call my Aunt.” At Harry’s words, Peter nodded. Ever since Peter became 

Spiderman, he’s been spending most of his time as Spiderman, and he’s been absent from a lot of 

activities at school, which may have been noticed. 

Huh ~ 

Peter had just finished speaking and a luxury car had been driven on the road ahead. 

“The car is here, let’s go.” Seeing that his driver had arrived, Harry headed for the car. Naturally, Lin Rui 

and Peter followed. 

In this way, Lin Rui returned to normal life after experiencing an inexplicable Hydra attack and 

abduction. Of course, as to whether he will really return to normal life in the future, Lin Rui himself feels 

it is unlikely. 

Hydra took Tom away, and his identity has been revealed. Now is not the time for Lin Rui to drag on his 

feud with Hydra, he must resolve this trouble as soon as possible. 

Now, Lin Rui no longer regards the elimination of Hydra as a simple mainline quest. Rescuing Tom and 

preventing Hydra from threatening his family is now the main reason Lin Rui wants to destroy Hydra. 



Hydra may not know it, but their accidental action has created them with an enemy. If Lin Rui had gone 

on his way against Hydra, they might have been able to survive for a long time. But now that Lin Rui is 

determined to eradicate them in the shortest possible time, Hydra’s life will be hard. 

Of course, as for how to eliminate Hydra as soon as possible, in addition to working with Tony, Lin Rui 

also intends to seek some other help. Lin Rui will make every effort to mobilize all the resources and 

forces available to him. When necessary, he will also spend some Reward Points to redeem some 

weapons and equipment against Hydra from the System Shop. Although it would be wasteful to do so, 

Lin Rui doesn’t care that much right now. 

… 

After a few hours at school in the afternoon, Lin Rui went home. The parents at home were not 

surprised that Lin Rui didn’t come home for a day. Anyway, he used to go to Tony’s house during the 

holidays. Although this was rarely the case during school days, Tony had already told them in advance, 

so Lin Rui’s parents didn’t think much about it. 

In fact, according to Lin Rui’s parents and neighbors. Since Tony Stark admired Lin Rui so much, he could 

have finished his studies and gone straight to work for Stark Industries. Or to be Tony Stark’s personal 

assistant, which is more promising than going to school every day. 

As Lin Rui’s father, Lin Hai has been thinking about this question for some time. However, although Lin 

Rui’s entire family has lived in the United States for a long time, he was still Chinese and Lin Hai hopes 

that his son can finish his studies. However, if Lin Rui has the same idea then Lin Hai will be very 

supportive. 

Still, Lin Hai feels like he doesn’t know much about his son anymore. Especially after Lin Rui entered high 

school, Lin Hai always felt that his son was keeping a lot of secrets, he didn’t know whether it was 

because Lin Rui is going through puberty or for some other reason. 

Many times, Lin Hai had noticed that Lin Rui was not in his room at night. As for how he went out, Lin 

Hai didn’t know. Anyway, Lin Rui didn’t get hurt and he didn’t get into any trouble, so Lin Hai won’t be 

bothering him for this. 

Now, with Lin Rui surrounded by some characters who are not in line with the Lin family’s status, Lin Hai 

feels even more that his son’s life will not be so simple. So, Lin Hai has long planned to find a time to talk 

with his son about his future and what kind of person he wants to be. No matter what choice Lin Rui 

makes, Lin Hai and Mary will be very supportive. 

So, when Lin Rui was about to return to his room after his usual greeting, Lin Hai stopped him. 

“Hey! Son, how are you doing?” This is Lin Hai’s opening remarks, and his tone is very peaceful. 

“Er… Not bad. Dad, what can I do for you?” Lin Rui asks curiously, seeing his father’s expression. 

“Well, there are some things that I want to talk to you about. If it isn’t inconvenient for you, just sit here 

for a while.” Looking at his son, Lin Hai smiled and patted the sofa beside him and said. 

“Ok.” 

Huh ~ 



Lin Rui has come down the stairs and sat beside Lin Hai. Lin Rui is no stranger to this kind of dialogue 

with his father. Lin Rui, a man who is living his second life also likes the feeling that someone cares 

about himself. 

“Son, have you been under a lot of pressure recently? I see that you often help out at Mr. Stark’s. Can 

you keep up with the school work?” “Lin Hai asks as he looks at his son sitting next to him. 

“Study pressure? Not at all. Dad, you have to have some faith in your son. I’m a genius. A course at this 

magnitude isn’t as hard as you think.” Lin Rui answers with a smile when he hears his father’s question. 

Lin Rui’s words are not false either, because, thanks to the memory capsule, Lin Rui was gifted from an 

early age. 

“That’s fine. So, do you have any plans for the future? I think Mr. Stark seems to admire you very much. 

Do you want to work at Stark Industries in the future?” Hearing Lin Rui’s easy answer, Lin Hai smiled, 

and then asked. 

Chapter 312: The Exposed Trouble 

“Plans for the future? It’s too early to worry about that, dad.” Hearing that his father seems to be 

worried about his future, Lin Rui answers with some frustration and helplessness. 

Lin Rui can’t tell his dad that he is destined to become a Superhero, and now he plans to put all of his 

efforts to eradicate Hydra, he doesn’t want to scare his father to death. 

“Well, it’s a little early for others, but not for you. And it’s not just you, like your Osborn friend, Harry, 

who is now the executive director of Oscorp Industries. Peter seems to have been spotted by a New 

York University early on. Even Tom seems to have spotted by a basketball scout who is in contact with 

his father. Speaking of Tom, he seems to have been out for a while. The day before yesterday your uncle 

Smith asked me if Tom had contacted you. He seemed worried.” Seeing his son’s perfunctory manner, 

Lin Hai goes on to mention Tom. 

Lin Rui’s eyes flickered with worry and anger when he heard his Dad mention Tom, but he quickly 

covered it up. 

“Actually, I just wanted to say. Whatever your future plans are, whether you take a break from school to 

study things I don’t understand with Tony Stark, or whether you have other plans, your mother and I will 

always support you.” Seeing that his son didn’t respond, Lin Hai continued. 

“Thank you, Dad, I know.” Lin Rui said and he was touched when he heard his father’s words. 

Although Lin Rui knew that his father would really support his decision on the future, it will never 

include him being a dangerous Vigilante. Of course, if Lin Rui’s strength reached the point where no one 

on Earth would dare to mess with him in the future than he will probably consider telling the truth to his 

parents and family at that time. 

“Haha, now that you know this, go and rest now. I heard from Mr. Stark that he has been working on a 

very complicated experiment and may need your help. You will be very busy. I thought you would not be 

home for several days.” Seeing his son’s serious tone, Lin Hai smiles and pats him on the shoulder. 

“Well, dad, I’ll go and rest.” Lin Rui went upstairs after he said this. 



“This boy, it seems that he already has his own plans, but he doesn’t want to tell me! Forget it, I have 

already said that I will support him, so I will let him decide for himself.” Watching his son go upstairs, Lin 

Hai smiled and muttered. 

“Simple” Lin Hai doesn’t know what his son’s plans are. Would he still say that he would support Lin Rui 

when he found what Lin Rui had been doing secretly, would he still support him in becoming a 

Superhero? Lin Hai never thought about it! 

… 

Call! 

Lin Rui, who talked briefly with his Dad, walked into his room and fell to the bed. The experience from 

last night made him tired. 

“Whew! This was a really close call! If they hadn’t been quick, I might have been trapped in the Hydra!” 

Back home, Lin Rui was finally able to relax a little, and then he realized how lucky he was to be back 

safely. 

This time, Lin Rui was finally forced to die with Hydra and he would have done it if not for the timely 

arrival of Iron Man, this was too dangerous. Of course, after this incident, Lin Rui would not relax. Lin 

Rui’s identity was discovered by Hydra and it is possible that his family would be threatened and hurt by 

the Hydra. 

“However, this time I was careless enough to think that I could really get into Hydra and destroy them 

from the inside. Now that they know who I am, it will be time to speed up the destruction of the Hydra 

while protecting my family.” Lying in bed, Lin Rui relaxed for only two minutes and then began to worry. 

Huh ~ 

“Should I ask SHIELD to help protect my family? With their professionalism and the skills of their agents, 

they should be able to protect my parents. But why would they help me?” Sitting up in bed, Lin Rui 

thought while frowning. Lin Rui’s normal identity was not enough for the SHIELD to take him and his 

words seriously, and he would rather not expose his identity to SHIELD and had Fury send someone to 

protect his parents. 

“Tony would definitely be willing to help me protect my parents, but I can’t let a few Iron Man Armors 

blatantly follow my parents. After all, Iron Man’s name is too big for him to protect someone in secret.” 

After passing the SHIELD, Lin Rui thought of the possibility of thinking about Iron Man protecting his 

parents. 

“Or maybe I should ask Jack to send some reliable people? But Frankenstein Family hasn’t fully 

transformed yet. It’s still not good for Jack to protect my parents.” After feeling that Iron Man was too 

provocative, Lin Rui thinks about Jack and the Frankenstein Family. But Frankenstein Family was a family 

of gangsters and he still felt that it was a bit inappropriate. 

“If it’s not good for someone else to protect my parents, should I send them to a place where Hydra 

can’t hurt them. For example, Stark Industries or Oscorp Industries. I think my parents should be well 

protected in these two places.” Finding it impractical to send someone to secretly protect his parents, 

Lin Rui goes in another direction, sending his parents to a place less likely to be attacked by the Hydra. 



Of course, sending his parents to SHIELD is also fine, but Lin Rui doesn’t want to choose that option for 

now. 

“But how do I get Mom and Dad to go to Stark Industries or Oscorp? Both of them seem to be fairly 

stable in their jobs, so it might seem odd for Tony or Harry to suddenly ask them to work for them.” 

Although this is a better idea, Lin Rui thinks there will be some trouble on her parents’ side. 

“Ah! This is so annoying! Dame those Hydra basterds! Without them, I wouldn’t need to worry about all 

of this!” After thinking about it for a long time, Lin Rui couldn’t think of a good way and pulled at his hair 

in frustration. 

“I will talk to Tony first, and then I will see my parent’s mood. If they want, I will get them a good job at 

Stark or Oscorp. At home, I can get some Special Defence Type Items to protect them.” 

“As long as I completely eliminate Hydra, my parents will be safe.” With that last sentence, Lin Rui’s eyes 

flashed a cold light. 

“OK! For the time being, it’s necessary to put the quick elimination of Hydra on the agenda. Where 

should I look for them?” Lin Rui has no good way to protect his family. He can only eliminate Hydra as 

soon as possible and solve the problem from the root. 

“Should we join forces with SHIELD? The League of Defender is not a small force now, and if combined 

with SHIELD, the blow to the Hydra should be big.” When it comes to destroying the Hydra, Lin Rui 

cannot help but think of joining forces with SHIELD. 

Just as Fury is building the Avengers team, the League of Defender is the same as the Avengers and if 

the two teams team up against Hydra, it will be a very heavy blow to Hydra. 

Hum ~ 

Just as Lin Rui was thinking about joining forces with SHIELD, his phone suddenly vibrated. 

Pulling out his phone, it revealed a name Lin Rui wasn’t too surprised by: Steve Rogers, Captain America. 

It seems that the battle against Hydra is finally over, and Rogers is finally going to ask Mirage Knight 

about Winter Soldier Bucky. 

Without hesitation, Lin Rui had picked up the phone and said. “Hello there, Captain Rogers.” 

Chapter 313: Rogers’ Worry 

“Hello, Captain Rogers. Thank you for helping me this time. I heard that SHIELD also lost a lot of people 

this time, my apologies for your loss.” The call was answered and Lin Rui said to Steve Rogers on the 

other side. 

Actually, Lin Rui was not surprised that Rogers called him. Because at the Hydra base, Captain Rogers 

had made it clear that he had to talk with him but he was interrupted by Tony. 

Of course, Lin Rui can probably guess as to why Captain Rogers is looking for himself. The first possibility 

is that he is looking for information on Winter Soldier Bucky and the other option is that he is looking for 

general information on Hydra for SHIELD. 



“Hello, Mirage Knight, it’s good that you are okay. Although this was a rescue operation, Hydra was 

originally the enemy of SHIELD, and those soldiers knew that they could die before going in so they will 

not have any resentment.” Hearing Lin Rui, Captain Rogers said quietly. 

As a standard Soldier, Captain Rogers knows that there would be many sacrifices in their fight against 

Hydra and these things will not shake him. 

“Well, I know. So what does Captain Rogers want from me? As long as I can help, I will certainly help.” 

Lin Rui was no longer polite and asked directly. Now Lin Rui has planned to cooperate with SHIELD to 

deal with Hydra thoroughly, so if there is any problem with Captain Rogers, Lin Rui will try his best to 

answer him. 

“Well, I did have a question for you. That is, have you seen Bucky in that Hydra base?” Upon hearing Lin 

Rui’s direct question, Captain Rogers stopped beating around the bush and asked directly. 

It turned out that Rogers was still looking for Bucky. It seems that SHIELD really did not find a trace of 

Bucky! Could he really hide like that? Without Hydra’s sanctuary, where can Bucky who is a killer and 

had been out of touch from modern technology go? 

Hearing Captain Rogers’ words, Lin Rui couldn’t help thinking that. Although Lin Rui knows the plot of 

the Marvel movies, he doesn’t know where is Bucky hiding right now. Bucky has been avoiding the 

search of both sides since he left Hydra. He was also inexplicably found by someone in the ‘Captain 

America Civil War’ that triggered the civil war between Iron Man and Captain America and the heroes 

led by them. 

“Where is Colonel Bucky? I did see the Winter Soldier in this Hydra base, but it wasn’t Colonel Bucky 

Barnes.” After thinking it over, Lin Rui said as flatly as possible. 

Captain Rogers’s breathing on the other end of the phone is noticeably heavier when Lin Rui says that he 

had seen Winter Soldier, but the excitement is dampened when Lin Rui says it’s not Bucky. 

“Not Bucky? But there was a Winter Soldier? So does that mean Bucky was probably at the base, too?” 

Captain Rogers doesn’t doubt what Lin Rui had said, and Rogers doesn’t delve into how Lin Rui had 

known about Winter Soldier. He just wants to find Bucky. 

“Actually, Captain Rogers, I didn’t tell you the complete truth last time.” Lin Rui took a deep breath 

when he heard Captain Rogers’ words. 

Last time he met Rogers, Lin Rui said that if he wanted to find Bucky, he would have to go to Hydra’s 

bases one by one. That’s because Lin Rui wanted Captain Rogers to try his best to find and destroy 

Hydra. He didn’t tell Rogers that Bucky had probably recovered some of his memories and had already 

left Hydra. 

Now, Lin Rui no longer plans to lie to Rogers. He believes that even if he tells Rogers the truth, he won’t 

let go of Hydra. 

“What?!” Captain Rogers’ tone rose a lot when he heard Lin Rui’s words. 



He did not know why Lin Rui said this because what Lin Rui had said to him last time, Rogers also 

confirmed that information with Fury and it is a pretty sure thing that Bucky is the Winter Soldier of 

Hydra. 

“I did see Winter Soldier in Hydra’s base yesterday, but it was a new type of Winter Soldier. Bucky, as an 

older generation of Winter Soldier from sixty years ago, may have been abandoned by Hydra.” Knowing 

that Rogers was surprised, Lin Rui continued to explain. 

“You mean! …” Hearing Lin Rui’s explanation, Rogers on the phone seemed to think about something. 

“I mean, Bucky Barnes may have recovered a part of his memory and fled from Hydra. However, 

because he was controlled for sixty years, the memory he recovered may be fractured or limited for 

now. Therefore, the most likely scenario is that Colonel Bucky is hiding from SHIELD and Hydra’s search.” 

Not intending to hide anything, Lin Rui told Captain Rogers exactly what he knew. 

After Lin Rui finished speaking, Captain Rogers on the other side of the phone didn’t talk for a long time, 

and Lin Rui could only hear the uneven breathing from the other side of the phone. 

“Mirage Knight, you mean. Bucky, has he remembered me?” About a minute later, there was a hesitant 

Captain Rogers voice on the other end of the phone. 

“Er… This, I think it should be, he may have remembered you but I can’t be certain.” Lin Rui speaks 

knowing what answer Captain Rogers expects now, but he can’t guarantee this so he could only say this. 

“Then why didn’t he come to me?! Sixty years have passed and all of our Comrades-in-arms are all gone 

now. At the time when I had nothing, I still had Bucky! Now, when Bucky has nothing, he still has me and 

he should have realized that!” Captain Rogers didn’t seem to hear the uncertainty in Lin Rui’s words his 

emotions seemed to erupt at once as he asked loudly to the phone. 

For Steve Rogers, most of his memories are still those of sixty years ago. After all, Barnes was the only 

friend of Steve Rogers in this strange modern world who had survived for 60 years and no matter what 

he had become, Rogers would not abandon him. 

“This … Captain Rogers. I’m not really sure that he remembers you. And, even if Colonel Bucky Barnes 

does remember things, he has been a killer for Hydra for sixty years, do you think Bucky would come to 

you?” Feeling Steve Rogers’ mood swings, Lin Rui said calmly. 

Huh ~ 

It seemed that Caption Rogers had heard what Lin Rui said and the other side of the phone was quiet 

again. 

“You’re right, if Bucky had recovered his memory, it would have been normal for him to do so. So where 

do you think I should go to find him now?” Finally, after two more minutes of silence, the voice of 

Captain Rogers came again. 

Chapter 314 Collaboration 

Ai~ 



After hearing Captain Rogers’s words, Lin Rui sighed silently in his heart. In fact, what Lin Rui said just 

now is already very obvious, that is, Bucky is now deliberately hiding and he would not be easy to find. 

“Captain Rogers, I don’t know where to find him anymore. Colonel Barnes probably had gone out of the 

country. However, without the cover provided by Hydra, Colonel Bucky still needs to live and he would 

be found sooner or later.” Lin Rui wouldn’t dare to tell Rogers that he can help him find Bucky, so he can 

only persuade him. 

“I see, Thank You, Mirage Knight, I understand.” Captain Rogers said quietly when he heard Lin Rui’s 

words. Now, he seems to have sorted out his feelings and he may already know how to find the hidden 

Bucky. After all, the resources in SHIELD are largely available to Rogers. 

“Well, I also hope that Captain Rogers can find Bucky at an early date.” Captain Rogers’ mood has 

stabilized and Lin Rui gives his blessing. 

In fact, Bucky’s disappearance is a good thing for Lin Rui. After all, Bucky killed Tony’s parents while 

working in Hydra, and if Tony finds out about it, he’ll turn against Rogers, something Lin Rui doesn’t 

want to see. 

Also, Lin Rui now has information about how they hypnotize Bucky that was released from the SHIELD in 

their data dump. As a result, no one on the outside now has access to the hypnosis manual, Bucky is 

safe, and Lin Rui is in no hurry to get Captain Rogers to find him. 

“I’ll find Bucky somehow, so now, does Mirage Knight have any intention of ??working with SHIELD in 

dealing with Hydra?” Bucky’s affairs are over and Captain Rogers talked about his other purpose in 

contacting Mirage Knight, he wants this mysterious character to join forces with SHIELD to deal with 

Hydra. 

After all, Lin Rui had shown hostility to Hydra from the beginning and now he was captured by Hydra. 

Fury felt that it was a good time to join forces. So, while Rogers has recently had some issues with Fury, 

there is still a clear line of communication between them on the Hydra incident, and this time he 

contacted Lin Rui about it. 

Sure enough, SHIELD was thinking of joining forces. It seems clear that they have analyzed my position 

as well. Then it would be easy to push the boat with the current. Hearing Captain Rogers’ words, Lin Rui 

thought silently. 

“Cooperation? That’s all very well, and that’s what I was going to do.” So Lin Rui said yes directly on the 

phone. 

“Then, we will have someone contact you later. Now that you have joined us, we will have an easier 

time against Hydra and we will destroy it!” Captain Rogers wasn’t surprised that Lin Rui had agreed so 

quickly and continued. 

“Sure! And we will finish this goal soon!” Lin Rui emphasized again after Captain Rogers said. 

“Yes! Soon!” 

Then Lin Rui and Captain Rogers spoke briefly and then hung up. 



“I don’t know when Rogers will find Bucky Barnes. I hope Tony will never know that it was Bucky who 

killed his parents. Or should I go to Hydra’s Siberia base now to destroy that information?” Hanging up 

the phone, Lin Rui muttered in a low voice, the exposure of Bucky’s killing of Tony’s parents was 

something Lin Rui thought he would encounter in the future, and it would be the best if it could be 

resolved in advance. 

“Well, this is a feasible solution. However, Tony already knows who I am now. If I suddenly go to Siberia, 

would he have any doubts?” 

“Ah! I think that hiding things are not good. The more concealed something is the more it will hurt and 

the situation may end up getting worse.” However, just when Lin Rui thought for a long time, he 

suddenly found that he had been trying to hide this matter again. 

However, it was unfair to Tony. After all, it was his parents, and it was indeed something Bucky did. Lin 

Rui seemed to be on Captain Rogers and Bucky’s side. 

“Forget it, let’s just focus on Hydra right now. I don’t know when Captain Rogers will find Bucky. Maybe 

he wouldn’t be able to find him, so he doesn’t need to worry about it.” In the end, Lin Rui decided it was 

good to let things slide for a while. 

Buzz ~ 

When Lin Rui was thinking about the relationship between Bucky, Tony, and Rogers, his phone vibrated 

again. Picking up the phone and looking at it, Lin Rui frowned. 

“Hello, Agent Coulson, it’s you again! So you’re the one who’s in charge of contacting the League of 

Defender for SHIELD?” Picking up the phone, Lin Rui says hello. The caller turned out to be an agent 

Coulson whom Lin Rui had not contacted in a long time. 

It is not known whether the previous contact with Mirage Knight was not good, Coulson has not been in 

charge of Mirage Knight since, but this time Fury sent him. After all, SHIELD doesn’t have enough senior 

agents like Coulson right now. 

“Hello, Mirage Knight. I’ll be the one in charge of contacting the League of Defender from now on.” 

Ignoring Lin Rui’s joke, Coulson said calmly. 

“Really? I thought it would be Daredevil? After all, he is now a member of your SHIELD, and he is also a 

member of the League of Defender.” Lin Rui said suddenly when he heard Coulson’s answer. 

Coulson: “…” 

‘How did I forget this! Who would be more appropriate to contact SHIELD and League of Defender than 

Daredevil?’!! This was what Coulson suddenly thought after hearing Lin Rui’s reminder. 

“Daredevil is okay, but it’s too much to ask him to do contact planning and stuff like that. I don’t think 

he’ll want to do it.” As Coulson struggled, Lin Rui continued. 

“Haha, isn’t it?” Coulson doesn’t know if what Lin Rui had said is true. Anyway, Coulson has a job to do 

and he won’t back out now. 



“Agent Coulson, you can’t have such small emotions in doing things, you need to express yourself more 

so that you can complete the mission well.” Obviously, Coulson’s mood at the end of the phone was not 

good and Lin Rui said intentionally. 

“Well, Mirage Knight, I just called you to tell you that I will be in charge of contacting you and the League 

of defenders. So if you have any information on Hydra, please contact me directly.” Coulson said 

seriously not wanting to talk any more nonsense to Lin Rui. 

“I know, maybe I’ll give you a piece of big news soon. Hydra will soon disappear from this world.” Lin Rui 

said seriously not wanting to joke any more. 

“Well, I hope so.” Coulson hung up the phone after replying seriously. 

Chapter 315: X-Men’s Invitation 

Toot ~ 

“This guy, he doesn’t like me very much, does he?” Listening to the beep on the phone, Lin Rui smiles. 

Aside from Captain Rogers and Fury, Lin Rui is best acquainted with Agent Coulson in the SHIELD. 

“Now, who’s going to contact me next?” After a series of phone calls from Captain Rogers and Coulson, 

Lin Rui was not ready to rest now, he just kept holding the phone and he was waiting for it to ring. 

After all, the rescue of Mirage Knight also involves the X-Men and the sorcerers of Earth. Of course, 

sorcerers may not be able to find Mirage Knight’s contact information, and they have not yet made their 

intentions clear. So Lin Rui is now waiting for a call from X-Men, namely Iceman Robert. 

Buzz ~ 

Sure enough, less than two minutes after Coulson’s call ended, Lin Rui’s phone vibrated again. Without 

any surprise, Lin Rui saw Robert’s name on the display. 

“Hey, Robert, thank you so much for helping me out this time!” Lin Rui answered the phone call with a 

thank you again. 

“Hey! Mirage Knight, you’re fine …” 

… 

A few minutes later, Lin Rui hung up the phone silently. However, Lin Rui frowned slightly at this time, 

seemingly thinking about something. 

“Going to Xavier’s School for the Gifted? But there’s professor Charles there. What if he reads my mind? 

Will he know the biggest secret in my mind?” Iceman had just asked Lin Rui to come to the Xavier School 

on the phone, but Lin Rui had some concerns and he refused temporarily. 

As a powerful telepath, his ability is feared by countless people. If Professor Charles hadn’t been a 

moderate and if he hadn’t wanted co-exitance between human and Mutants, he and Magneto might 

have been able to subvert the rule of the earth. After all, the power of telepathy is too powerful. 

“However, Professor Charles does not seem to be the kind of person who will read other people’s mind 

casually. Moreover, I am now planning to start a full-scale war against Hydra, and it seems necessary to 



get the help of X-MEN.” Although Lin Rui was a little worried about his secret being found, he also 

thought that Professor Charles should not read his mind without any cause. In addition, the strength of 

the X-Men would also a great help to him against Hydra and he must win them over. 

“Forget it, I’ll go for that trip. I still believe that Professor Charles would not read my mind and my 

secrets may not be discovered by mind reading!” Finally, Lin Rui decided to go to the Xavier Academy to 

get some help in dealing with Hydra as soon as possible. He needs to take this risk. 

Then Lin Rui’s phone didn’t ring again. Of course, Lin Rui was really ready to take a break. So, Lin Rui 

turned off the phone. 

… 

When Lin Rui began to rest at home, the few people he had contacted just now were not as relaxed as 

him. 

Steve Rogers’ mindset changed after he got some news about Bucky from Mirage Knight. He had always 

thought Bucky was still in a Hydra base, but now Mirage Knight tells him that Bucky has left Hydra and 

gone into hiding. His search was about to change, and he had many other things on his mind. 

“Although Mirage Knight didn’t say it explicitly, but I think he knows it, and it doesn’t seem to be a good 

result to find Bucky now. He has been an Assasin for so many years in Hydra and he had killed many 

people. If he is found now, he will receive a heavy jail time at the best and he may be put to death at 

worst. So keeping Bucky away from here seems to be the best option right now.” Steve Rogers thought 

secretly, looking at the various data on his computer about Hydra tracking. 

Rogers didn’t want to find Bucky by putting him in jail himself, so he might as well just let him hide-out. 

For Rogers, Bucky did all the things because he was forced to do them during his years of being 

controlled by Hydra, and with a little personal thought, Rogers didn’t even think Bucky did them. 

So, if Captain Rogers wants to find Bucky now, he’ll have to solve some of the problems he’s had since 

he found Bucky. At the very least, he’ll find a way to help Bucky mitigate some of his crimes. His 

hypnotic control by Hydra is a good reason, but it doesn’t completly prove Bucky’s innocence. Of course, 

with Captain Rogers in his current position, it’s not impossible for him to actually protect Bucky and get 

him all clear. But he also wants to protect Bucky as other people do, by proving his innocence. 

“So let’s see how many incidents Bucky has committed over the years.” Eventually, Steve used his 

powers to begin reading SHIELD’s top-secret files about assassinations that had not been identified for 

60 years. 

Rogers would have a much better chance of keeping Bucky alive if he could determine that these events 

had little to do with him. Of course, this is Captain Rogers without knowing that Bucky killed Tony’s 

parents. If Captain Rogers had known about this, he would have had a real headache. 

Not to mention the follow-up actions of Steve Rogers after talking on the phone with Lin Rui, Iceman 

Robert also had some troubles after talking on the phone with Lin Rui. Robert explicitly invited Lin Rui to 

visit the Xavier Academy on the phone. He wants to get into touch with such a mutants-friendly 

Vigilante. Professor Charles also seems to be very interested in New York’s Vigilante and wants to invite 

him over to see him. 



However, Lin Rui did not agree on the phone. From Lin Rui’s words, Robert could hear Lin Rui’s 

hesitation, as if he was thinking about something. 

“Does Mirage Knight still mind our identity as Mutants? He shouldn’t be like that!’ Robert thought 

helplessly. 

In the simple interaction with Lin Rui, Iceman can clearly feel Lin Rui’s friendly attitude towards Mutants, 

which is why Iceman helped to find Lin Rui this time and even ask professor Charles to read Francis’s 

mind. However, Lin Rui’s attitude now leaves him confused. 

“Did that Mirage Knight not accept your invitation?” Just as Iceman was confused, a beautiful girl next to 

him asked softly. 

“Well, yes, I don’t know what’s going on, does he have a problem with Mutants?” Holding the girl in his 

arms, Iceman replied helplessly. 

“Robert, don’t think too much about this, maybe this Mirage Knight just wants to take a break. After all, 

he had just survived a danger om his life.” The girl in Robert’s arms reached over and touched Iceman’s 

face and said softly. 

“Ah! I hope so, Kitty.” After hearing his girlfriend’s persuasion, Iceman could only think so. It turns out 

that the girl who has a close relationship with Iceman is his girlfriend, Shadowcat, Kitty. 

“Well, let’s go, Professor Charles has something to tell us. Recently, the Mutants Brotherhood seems to 

be making big moves again.” Kissing Robert, Kitty said as she pulled him out. 

“Yes, I know.” 

Chapter 316 Lost Weapons 

After Lin Rui returned home for a day off, he spoke to his parents about whether they wanted to work 

for Stark Industries or Oscorp. But, as Lin Rui predicted, his parents who already have stable jobs had no 

such plans. Still, Lin Rui’s parents are grateful to Tony and Harry for giving them the chance. 

There is no other good way that Lin Rui can think of to protect his parents. He cannot force his parents 

to work at Stark Industries. Therefore, Lin Rui only exchanged two Advanced Guardian Symbols from the 

System Shop for his parents which cost him five thousand Reward Points. 

“This is only thing that I can do for the time being, I hope Hydra won’t have time to make a move on my 

parents.” Already sitting in a daze in the classroom, Lin Rui silently thinks about his own things, about 

how to destroy Hydra as soon as possible. 

The best way to make Hydra give up on making a move on his parents is to beat them all up and push 

them behind bars or just outright kill them so that they don’t have a chance to mess with Lin Rui or his 

family again. Therefore, Lin Rui will hit Hydra in an all-round way from now on, and do his best to 

complete this goal. 

After a few moments, Lin Rui turns to look at Peter, who is sitting next to him. In contrast to Lin Rui’s 

current lack of interest in the class, Peter is paying attention in the class. As his eyes pass over Peter, Lin 

Rui’s eyes move to the back of the room. There is an empty seat. It is Tom’s. 



Tom has been missing for more than a week now and the Smiths can’t reach him. At first, they had 

thought that Tom was out having fun and he forgot to contact his family, but now the Smiths already 

know that something is wrong. When Lin Rui came back yesterday, he learned that the Smiths had 

already reported Tom’s disappearance to the police. But so far there has been no news. 

Looking at Tom’s empty seat, Lin Rui was feeling very uncomfortable. Lin Rui was feeling even down 

when he remembers how haggard Tom’s parents were when the Smiths came to see him last night to 

find out if anything was wrong with Tom before he disappeared. 

“Don’t worry, Tom, I will save you and get you back here!” Looking at Tom’s empty seat, Lin Rui swears 

silently in his heart. 

“Hey! Jackson, are you okay?” Just as Lin Rui looked at Tom’s seat in a daze, Peter suddenly poked him 

and asked quietly. 

Lin Rui’s little moves have long been seen by the teacher in the class, but Lin Rui is already the best 

student in the class, and he often works as an assistant beside Tony Stark. Therefore, the teachers in the 

school do not care much about his frequent leave of absence or daze in class. However, Lin Rui always 

influences others in this way. 

“I’m okay, just thinking about Tom, his parents are very sad now.” At Peter’s warning, Lin Rui turns his 

head and whispers back. 

“Don’t worry, we will definitely save Tom!” Peter said seriously knowing what Lin Rui was worried 

about. 

“Yes, definitely!” 

… 

After school, Lin Rui plans to go to Tony and talk to him about joining forces to deal with Hydra but his 

cell phone suddenly rings. After taking out his mobile, he read the screen and realized that it was 

Coulson. Is there news about Hydra?!! Lin Rui’s spirit quickly picked up. 

“Agent Coulson, is there any news about Hydra?” Lin Rui asked immediately after the call was 

connected, and Peter near him was also surprised and got closer. 

“Uh … no, Mirage Knight, there is no news about Hydra as they have gone deep into hiding for the time 

being.” After hearing Lin Rui’s question, Coulson on the other side of the phone answered awkwardly. If 

Hydra could be found so easily, they would not have been able to lurk inside SHIELD for so many years. 

“So what’s wrong, why are you contacting me? Except for Hydra, I don’t want to be distracted by other 

things.” Upon hearing that there was no news about Hydra, Lin Rui’s tone went down instantly. 

“Well, the follow-up cleanup of the New Jersey Hydra Base is almost complete. Inside, we found a Blade 

that appears to be your weapon. That’s why I called to see if you wanted me to deliver that blade to 

you.” Ignoring Lin Rui’s change of tone, Coulson continued. 

It turned out that SHIELD had almost completed the follow-up cleanup of the Hydra base, and had also 

found the Thunder Blade buried in the ruins. Because Lin Rui had used the Thunder Blade many times in 



his previous fights, SHIELD also clearly knew that the Blade belongs to Mirage Knight, so Coulson made 

such a call. 

And now, Lin Rui’s Thunder Blade is at Coulson’s hand. Before making this call, Coulson also had 

SHIELD’s weapons department conduct a series of tests on the Thunder Blade. The experimental results 

have excited those weapons researchers at SHIELD. They have not seen any cold weapon that can have 

the energy absorption characteristics of the Thunder Blade. Had it not been Mirage Knight’s sword, they 

would not have returned it so generously. 

“Oh, did you find the Thunder Blade? What about Fire God Artillery?” Lin Rui remembered the two 

weapons that he had left behind at Hydra base when he heard Coulson’s words. It was also during this 

time that he was thinking about how to deal with Hydra and how to protect his family while also 

rescuing Tom, and in these thoughts, he had forgotten about these two weapons. 

“Fire God Artillery? What’s that?” Coulson asked, frowning slightly, as another apparently weaponized 

word came out of Lin Rui’s mouth. 

While holding the phone, Coulson looked sideways. He is currently in the weapons testing laboratory on 

the third floor of SHIELD headquarters. Many high-tech weapons that they have harvested from the 

Hydra base are being tested here. Among them are the force field weapons and shock wave weapons 

used by the Alpha team to capture Lin Rui. These are weapons that SHIELD has never seen before. 

“Well, it’s a weapon with a large barrel-like shape, and it’s mine.” Hearing Coulson’s doubts, Lin Rui 

went on to briefly describe the most obvious features of Fire God Artillery. 

“Is that yours, Mirage Knight?” Although Lin Rui’s description is simple, Coulson is now at the weapon 

laboratory. He has seen an experimenter holding a weapon similar to the weapon described by Lin Rui. 

“It seems that Fire God Artillery is also with you, then let Daredevil bring them over to me, you don’t 

have to come personally.” Lin Rui went on after hearing Coulson’s words. 

“By the way, if you are going to test the Fire God Artillery, it’s best to be careful, it’s a bit powerful.” Lin 

Rui knew that SHIELD will do some tests on the Fire God Artillery and reminded them. 

“Powerful? …” Hearing Lin Rui’s reminder, Coulson just saw that the experimenter had started testing 

with Fire God Artillery. 

Buzz ~ 

Boom! 

Before Coulson could warn the experimenter, the Fire God Artillery had been fired up in an instant. After 

an instant of charging, a blinding flash of light shot out of the barrel and hit the superalloy wall in front 

of it, which was used to test the weapon’s power. 

When the dazzling light disappeared, Coulson and all the personals in the entire laboratory looked at the 

alloy wall in shock. The alloy wall that was able to withstand many high-powered weapons was now 

pierced by the Fire God Artillery. The hole led directly to the weapons warehouse behind the wall. 

“Looks like you’ve seen it.” Lin Rui on the phone apparently heard the sound of Fire God Artillery 

bombarding the wall and spoke softly. 



“Uh … that, yes. Mirage Knight …” Coulson suddenly responded when he heard the voice on the phone. 

Seeing the great power of Fire God Artillery, Coulson had the intention to keep it here for research, but 

he would not force it if Lin Rui did not want to. Only if he had just said that he had not seen the Fire God 

Artillery. 

“I know you want to study the Fire God Artillery, so I will lend it to you for a few days. But you are not 

allowed to destroy it.” Before Coulson had finished speaking, Lin Rui had guessed what he was going to 

say and had simply and generously agreed with his intentions. 

“Thank you, Mirage Knight.” Coulson thanked him heartily. In fact, if it wasn’t for the Thunder Blade 

relying on internal energy to be used, maybe Coulson would have also asked Lin Rui to leave the 

Thunder Blade to him for research. 

“Well, next time you call, I want to hear about Hydra.” Finally, Lin Rui has hung up. 

Chapter 317: A Calm Day 

On the SHIELD side, Coulson has also put down the phone. Of course, he would not disbelieve what Lin 

Rui had said to him. The Fire God Artillery, which was clearly an Advanced technological weapon was 

Mirage Knight’s. As for how Mirage Knight came to be carrying such a massive weapon, he will let the 

experts analyze the situation. 

Coulson would now break the news to the emotional researchers who are surrounding the Fire God 

Artillery. Lin Rui told Coulson that they could study Fire God Artillery, but SHIELD could not keep it 

forever. 

Walking to the researchers, Coulson gave them a week to study the powerful Fire God Artillery. 

Although unhappy, those researchers have no way but to do their best to try to thoroughly study this 

Fire God Artillery within one week. 

After explaining the matter, Coulson left the weapons laboratory underground area at SHIELD 

headquarters. Coulson is not only responsible for being the liaison between SHIELD and the League of 

Defender in their plan against Hydra. He is also an important commander on the front line. As Lin Rui 

has just said, he needs information about Hydra, and Coulson needs to push his agents. 

… 

“Did you leave your weapon at Hydra’s base?” Peter looked at Lin Rui who had hung up the phone and 

asked. 

“Well, I did use the Thunder Blade and the Fire God Artillery. They probably haven’t been able to figure 

out the direction of their research on the Thunder Blade, so I will be getting it back soon. As for the Fire 

God Artillery, it will probably take them some time to study it. But I don’t care. If the SHIELD doesn’t 

study it, I’ll give it to Tony. It’s a powerful weapon.” Putting away his phone, Lin Rui answers Peter as he 

heads out the door. 

“Jackson, I have been wondering, where did you get your high-tech weapons and all the magical things 

on you?” Peter walked beside Lin Rui and asked curiously. 



Lin Rui is well aware as to why Peter is asking this, Peter’s Spiderman suit is provided to him by Tony. 

But Lin Rui had shown so many amazing things and he seems to get them from nowhere and Peter and 

others doesn’t know where they came from. Before they knew the identity of Mirage Knight, they 

thought that Mirage Knight has powerful support behind him which provides him with all these things. 

But now, after knowing that Lin Rui was Mirage Knight, Peter and Harry were very confused about his 

items. 

“Haha! That is … a secret! However, I can get a lot of magical or high-tech things, but I also need to pay a 

price for them.” Lin Rui said with a smile when he heard Peter’s question. Lin Rui had said the exact 

same thing to Tony and he also explained it to Peter briefly. 

“Oh! Jackson, do you have any hidden Identities? Are you an Alien or something?” Hearing Lin Rui’s 

explanation, Peter asks rhetorically. 

Lin Rui: “Hehe …” I crossed over from another world, but how can I tell you that? 

… 

Within a few days after being rescued, Lin Rui went to school very quietly. He went home immediately 

after school and usually did not go out as Mirage Knight. 

On the one hand, Lin Rui is worried that he will encounter Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch again. He still 

cannot fight against those two powerful Mutants with his current strength, despite the support of his 

teammates. On the other hand, Lin Rui is also worried that Hydra will attack his family after knowing his 

identity. Therefore, Lin Rui stayed at home except for school these days and even participated in some 

boring outdoor activities with his parents, which made Lin Rui’s parents feel very surprised and pleased. 

However, Lin Rui did not find a single trace of Hydra within these days and they did not seem to have 

any plans to retaliate against Lin Rui or his family. Of course, Lin Rui won’t just relax like that. After a few 

days of setting up, Lin Rui has set up a full set of defensive arrays that he exchanged from the System 

Shop around his home, it is enough to withstand a small scale attack. 

In such a situation, Lin Rui is also thinking about whether to accept Iceman’s invitation to go to Xavier 

Academy. Lin Rui is very aware of the X-Men’s powers. With their support, it will obviously be easier to 

deal with Hydra. Moreover, Professor Charles’s ability is even more abnormal. If he can use something 

to magnify his ability to find Hydra’s bases around the world, then their efficiency in finding Hydra would 

be even better then SHIELD’s. 

So, after thinking for a few days, Lin Rui decided to go to Xavier School for Gifted this weekend. It is 

because Lin Rui being low-key these days that the sorcerors Rick and David who have been looking for 

Mirage Knight are feeling very helpless. Although they secretly contributed to the rescue of Mirage 

Knight, in the end, they still didn’t know who Mirage Knight was and could not find him. 

“Rick, why haven’t you found Spiderman yet? He should know who Mirage Knight is.” Sitting in the New 

York Sanctum Chamber, David asked Rick sitting opposite him. 

As one of Spiderman’s fans, Rick must have been very aware of Spiderman’s whereabouts. But because 

of what happened to Mirage Knight, the entire League of Defenders now operates in a very secretive 

manner. Recently, even the most beloved Spiderman has been seen less on the streets of New York. 



“Ahem ~ Do you think Spiderman is so easy to find? He has rarely appeared on the streets of New York 

these days.” Ever since Rick accidentally revealed himself to be Spiderman’s fans, Rick has been a little 

embarrassed every time David mentions Spiderman. 

Huh ~ 

“Really?” Glancing sideways at Rick, David throws a newspaper in front of him. 

In that newspaper, a picture of Spiderman helping an Old lady cross the road is particularly huge. 

Although Peter appears less often, there are still people who will take his pictures whenever he did 

appear. 

“Cough ~ I think we might as well go to Tony Stark, don’t you think?” Glancing at the prominent photo in 

the newspaper, Rick said calmly after a slight cough. To keep David from hanging on to the information 

of him being Spiderman’s fan, Rick decisively changed the subject. 

“Tony Stark? That is also a quick way to find Mirage Knight. After all, they appeared together last time.” 

When Rick shifted the topic, David didn’t also didn’t continue to hang on Spiderman’s news. 

“Ah!? … That’s right, so let’s go to Tony Stark. He should be in his seaside villa now.” Somehow David let 

himself go, so Rick said quickly. 

“Okay, let’s go.” Nodded, David was already up from his chair. 

Buzz ~ 

Then, a magical space gate appeared in front of Rick and David and they walked in quickly. 

… 

Chapter 318: Walking In 

New York, Tony’s beach house. 

After Lin Rui is rescued from an attack and confesses to Tony, Tony has accelerated his upgrade of the 

Iron Man Armor. However, because of the lack of knowledge about Venom and magic, there hasn’t been 

much progress in upgrading the Iron Man Armor. 

Hum ~ 

At this point, Tony was wearing goggles and hiding behind a test bench. In front of him, a particle 

oscillator is constantly emitting particles of different wavelengths and frequencies. It looks like Tony is 

doing a whole new kind of experiment. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S, speed up particle release!” Hiding behind the test bench, Tony shouted, staring at the 

progress of the experiment ahead. 

“Yes, sir.” 

Buzz! 

After replying, J.A.R.V.I.S has accelerated the launch speed of particles. Soon, the particle beam that still 

operated according to a certain rule suddenly became less stable. 



Dī Dī Di! 

Soon, shortly after J.A.R.V.I.S accelerated the release of particles, a harsh alarm sounded on the 

detection instrument. 

Buzz ~ 

Without waiting for Tony’s orders, J.A.R.V.I.S has skillfully slowed down the particle release. Finally, the 

disordered particle beam stabilized again. However, these stable particle beams were not what Tony 

wanted. 

In the end, the entire experiment was completely over. Tony stepped out from behind the bench, but 

his face didn’t show any good expression. 

Huh ~ 

“J.A.R.V.I.S, record the results of this experiment, we will continue the experiment later.” Putting his 

work glasses on the table, Tony ordered J.A.R.V.I.S. 

“Yes, sir.” J.A.R.V.I.S agreed as usual. 

The experiment that Tony has just done is to use a high-speed particle to achieve that particular wave 

based on a few magic waves recorded by JARVIS, but Tony has done this experiment many times 

without success. 

“There is no effect at all in such a blind experiment. It can barely reach the same frequency, but there is 

no effect at all. Moreover, the resulting product is too unstable to be fitted to an Iron Man Armor.” Tony 

frowned and muttered as he looked at the experimental data on the computer in front of him. 

Since Venom is a self-conscious alien, Tony will have to break up his self-consciousness before he can do 

any more experiments, but Tony has no good way to do that just yet. Moreover, Tony isn’t sure how 

much of Venom’s present abilities will be retained after he has broken up its consciousness. 

So, Tony had to work a little harder on the Magic Armor. However, judging by the current progress, Tony 

doesn’t have much chance to make a Magic Armor. 

Dī Dī Di! 

While Tony was concentrating on what to do next, alarms began to sound all over the underground 

laboratory. 

“Sir, an unidentified spatial fluctuation has been detected!” As the alarm went off, JARVIS’s voice rang in 

Tony’s ears. This time, there was a slight strain in JARVIS voice. 

Kakaka! 

Then, before Tony had time to give any orders. JARVIS has pulled out all the weapons in the 

underground lab and pointed them at a gap in the lab as if there were some big enemies there. 

Buzz ~ 



Just when Tony was surprised and looked at the place surrounded by countless weapons by J.A.R.V.I.S, a 

familiar golden light suddenly appeared from the open space. Then the dots of golden light expanded 

rapidly and soon formed a spinning golden circle more than two meters in diameter in the open space. 

“This is?! …” After seeing the complete circle of golden light, Tony’s eyes flashed. 

Kakaka! 

Then, with a look of surprise in Tony’s eyes, two retro-dressed figures emerge from the golden halo. 

They were Rick and David, who had come over. 

Kakaka! 

The weapons controlled by JARVIS have been fully activated in the presence of two unidentified 

individuals who suddenly appear in the underground laboratory. As soon as Tony gives the order, the 

two men would be instantly attacked by these high-powered weapons. 

Even though the sorcerers themselves are very powerful, they are not invulnerable and will die if they 

are hit unguarded. But the two sorcerers who emerged from the Space door were clearly not aware of 

what was going on and were looking around calmly. After seeing Tony in front of them, the two 

sorcerers move toward him. 

Buzz! 

As soon as the two sorcerers moved, J.A.R.V.I.S instantly raised their threat level, and some weapons 

were already warming up and charging. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S, don’t attack!” Tony, who saw the two familiar sorcerers walking towards him finally shouted 

at J.A.R.V.I.S. 

“Yes, sir.” Following Tony’s instructions, J.A.R.V.I.S stopped the warm-up of those weapons but did not 

turn the weapons away. 

Da Da ~ 

Unaware that they have just been pointed at by so many dangerous weapons, Rick and David had 

stepped in front of Tony. 

“Hello, Mr. Tony Stark, we meet again, I’m Rick.” Walking towards Tony, Rick reached out and politely 

greeted him. 

“Hello, my name is David.” David introduced himself after Rick. 

“Well, Hello.” Tony, who had calmed down, also reached out and shook the two sorcerers’ hands in 

front of him. 

“I wonder what the two sorcerers are here for today? If there’s anything I can do for you, just let me 

know. I’ll do my best.” After the introduction, Tony answered with a smile. 

Tony is currently confused about using technology to simulate the exact same magic, but the two 

sorcerers in front of him are real sorcerers. With their help, there’s a good chance that Tony would be 

able to complete his Iron Man Armor. So, Tony expressed his good attitude. 



“Well, Mr. Stark is a helpful man.” Hearing what Tony said, David smiled and said. 

“We really need Mr. Stark to help us with something this time, but it’s just a small thing.” 

After David complimented Tony, Rick continued. 

“Oh? What’s the little thing?” Tony asks after hearing that the two sorcerers are actually here to ask for 

his help. 

In fact, when Tony saw the two sorcerers coming to look for him, he had already guessed their purpose. 

Combined with the magic fluctuations JARVIS detected while he was rescuing Lin Rui, Tony suspects that 

the two sorcerers are looking for Lin Rui. 

“We want to know where Mirage Knight is.” Without beating around the bush, Rick directly stated the 

purpose of their visit. 

Chapter 319 Tony’s Thoughts 

“Sure enough, they are looking for Jackson!” Tony was still quiet, but after hearing Rick’s words, Tony 

murmured silently. 

“Oh, You must have known that I have a good relationship with Mirage Knight. However, can I know why 

are you looking for Mirage Knight?” Tony asked with a smile on his face as his mind raced with 

possibilities. 

From their previous intervention in rescuing Lin Rui, Tony can roughly judge that they do not have any 

malicious intent towards Lin Rui. However, Tony would not simply offer Lin Rui’s information. Therefore, 

he intends to find the reason why the two sorcerers were looking for him. 

“Well, we did come to you because of the relationship between Mr. Stark and Mirage Knight. However, 

we don’t know how to tell you what we want with Mirage Knight.” Facing Tony’s question, Rick who 

himself didn’t know the answer couldn’t reply to him. The point is, Ancient One didn’t tell them why 

they were looking for Mirage Knight. 

“You don’t know? This would be a bit difficult then. After all, I don’t know you very well and it’s 

impossible for me to tell you Mirage Knight’s information like this.” Tony didn’t get the answer he 

wanted and said. 

Upon hearing Tony’s words, Rick and David looked at each other. Although the earth’s sorcerers are not 

that isolated from the outside world, they usually do not make much contact with ordinary people. They 

really have little experience in how to deal with such things and situations. 

“Actually, the Ancient One is the one who wants to see Mirage Knight. However, we don’t know what he 

wants with him. However, we can guarantee that no harm will fall upon Mirage Knight.” After a little 

thought, David directly told the truth. 

“Ancient One, is that the sorcerer who killed that Demon that day?” Tony asked after hearing David’s 

explanation. 

Last time, Tony and Lin Rui were accidentally involved in the battle between the Earth Sorcerers and the 

Demon while fighting Venom Spiderman. Tony also saw the real sorcerers for the first time in his life. 



Moreover, after listening to Lin Rui’s introduction, it seems that the leader of these sorcerers is named 

the Ancient One and he is a very powerful person, Lin Rui seemed to have respect him very much. 

“Well, that’s right. Ancient One is the leader of the Sorcerers and he is Sorceror Supreme of the Earth.” 

David and Rick were very respectful as they spoke about the Ancient One. 

“In that case, I can tell Mirage Knight himself about your purpose. But whether he agrees or not is not 

for me to decide.” Determining that the sorcerers would not do anything to Lin Rui, Tony let out a little 

sigh of relief. 

“That would be great, thank you very much, Mr. Stark.” Rick said happily when he heard that Tony was 

willing to help them contact Mirage Knight. 

“Haha, don’t mention it. By the way, when Mirage Knight was kidnapped by Hydra a few days ago and 

when we cornered Francis, did you guys made a move?” Waving his hands, Tony said with a smile. Then 

he asked again to determine whether the fluctuations detected by JARVIS that day were in fact magic. 

“Yes, we were there that day. We were looking for Mirage Knight that day but we found that he was 

captured and that person was going to be killed, so we made a move in secret and saved that guy.” Rick 

admitted generously. 

Moreover, this is also an act of goodwill. He believes that since Tony now knows that they have made 

efforts in the rescue of Mirage Knight, he should be more willing to help them. 

“So it was you guys. I was wondering who actually helped us in the dark.” Tony heard that it was indeed 

the two sorcerers who had helped them in the dark that day and Tony made an expression of sudden 

understanding. 

Seeing Tony’s appearance, both sorcerers were happier. It seems that Mr. Stark is still satisfied with 

their actions. Maybe he and sorcerer will go to meet Mirage Knight in person. But what they didn’t know 

was that Tony was thinking his own little thoughts. 

Watching the tiny expressions on the two sorcerers faces in front of him, a subtle cunning light flicker 

across Tony’s face. 

“Actually, since I saw the power of the sorcerers last time, I have become fascinated with magic. I 

wonder if the two of you can help me with something? This way, I can also help you to contact Mirage 

Knight faster.” Finally, Tony spoke out his first thought in his mind after seeing these two Sorcerers. He 

needs real sorcerers to help him do some experiments so that he can directly test whether his magic 

Iron Man Armor has any development value. 

“A little help? What is it?” David asked in doubt as he heard Tony’s words. 

Rick on the side also looked at Tony in confusion. How could David and Rick know that Tony is not a 

warm-hearted person? He had dug a hole for them to jump in. 

“That, I recently wanted to study the principle of magic, but I have not found a feasible method. So, I 

want to ask if you can help me do some experiments on magic.” Tony asked while staring at the two 

sorcerer’s face. 



Sure enough, after hearing Tony’s request, Rick and David looked at him a little funnily. No one has 

made such a request with them before. Of course, most of the ordinary people that they knew were 

unaware that they were sorcerers. 

So after looking at each other, Rick said, “Mr. Stark, I really don’t understand what you mean so let me 

ask you this. Do you want us to help you study magic? Or do you want to learn magic yourself?” 

“No no! No! I’m not learning magic? What? Can I learn?” Hearing Rick’s words, Tony first shakes his 

head in a hurry and then asks in surprise. 

“This, learning magic is a serious matter, and we can’t simply teach you.” Seeing Tony’s sudden 

excitement, Rick replied awkwardly. 

Although the number of sorcerers on Earth is not large, their heritage has not been too relaxed for 

ordinary people. Only people with good minds and perseverance will be accepted to learn magic. There 

is another route which is fate, which is also the philosophy of Ancient One. 

“Is that so? We’ll talk about that later, but you can help me with some magic experiments.” After 

hearing Rick’s words, Tony soon calmed down. Now he doesn’t have much energy to learn magic, so he 

still focuses on his original purpose. 

“This …” Rick wanted to refuse. After all, the sorcerers have their own pride and they didn’t want to do 

this instinctively. 

However, before Rick can refuse, Tony has spoken again. “After all, Mirage Knight was rescued from 

Hydra, and he still needs to rest quietly.” 

It is clear from the expressions of the two sorcerers that they do not want to help him with magic, so 

Tony silently brings out Mirage Knight’s name. As long as the two men are in a hurry to find Mirage 

Knight, Tony still has some confidence to get their help. 

After hearing Tony’s words, Rick and David looked at each other again. They were a bit simple, but they 

weren’t stupid, and they could clearly understand what Tony meant. As long as they don’t help, Tony 

won’t help them contact Mirage Knight. Therefore, they were feeling really helpless for a while. 

“Well, we promise to help you.” Finally, Rick and David, who did not know what Ancient One wanted 

with Mirage Knight, agreed to Tony’s request. 

Chapter 320 Taking Advantage 

“Haha! Thank you. JARVIS, hurry up and remove these weapons, our new experiment will begin 

immediately!” After getting the answer he wanted, Tony shouted at JARVIS. 

“Yes, sir.” With a yes, JARVIS has removed the weapon and is ready to begin the experiment. 

Upon hearing JARVIS’s voice, Rick and David looked at each other in surprise. Obviously, an advanced 

artificial intelligence such as JARVIS still surprised the two sorcerers from New York Sanctum. 

Soon, under JARVIS’s control, a new round of experiments began. However, the main character of this 

experiment was David. He will release some small magic in the experimental area, and let JARVIS 

carefully record and analyze the formation process of magic. 



“Are you ready? Let’s get started.” Seeing David standing in the open space, Tony shouted. 

Now that the two sorcerers have promised to help him with the experiment, Tony will certainly not 

waste such a good opportunity. Once JARVIS was ready, he couldn’t wait and immediately started the 

experiments. 

Seeing Tony’s concentration, Rick looked helpless. They are also the sorcerers who are responsible for 

protecting the earth, and now they are here to help someone use science to make sense of magic. 

However, they themselves did not use science to explore magic, as they had the talent to learn it 

directly. So Rick is struggling on one hand but he also wants to find out what the results of Tony’s 

experiment will be. 

Hearing Tony’s urging, David standing in the open space could only helplessly mobilize the surrounding 

magical elements. Soon, with David’s simple waving hands, a little golden light quickly gathered in front 

of him. In the end, a magical shield appeared in front of David. 

Buzz ~ 

The translucent magic shield is completely composed of runes outlined by golden light, which looks very 

magical. By the time David used the magic shield, JARVIS had already begun to comprehensively record 

some special fluctuations on that shield and the meaning of those runes. 

“It’s amazing! Is this magic?” Although it wasn’t the first time that he saw magic, Tony was shocked by 

this kind of thing every time. 

“JARVIS, is the record complete?” Tony asked JARVIS, looking at the data on his computer. 

“The record is complete, Sir.” It is just a simple magic shield and JARVIS had soon recorded those 

particular combinations of fluctuations. 

“Well, then. David, please switch to another spell.” Now that JARVIS had recorded this magic spell, Tony 

shouted up ahead. 

Since this is the study of magic, then, of course, a single magic shield would not be enough. Today, Tony 

is going to ask the two sorcerers to use all their spells. In this way, his record would be complete and the 

magic Iron Man Armor developed from this research would be even more powerful. 

Hearing Tony’s voice, a row of black lines appeared over David’s head who was holding the magic shield. 

However, he obediently dispelled the magic shield in his hand, and after re-converging the magic 

elements, a translucent magic blade appeared in David’s hand. 

Unlike the golden shield, the magic blade is almost invisible visually and the shadow appearing when the 

blade cuts into space can only be seen when David waved it around. 

“Is it a weapon?” Tony murmured barely seeing the shadow of the sword in David’s hand. Then Tony 

reached out and clicked a few times on the computer screen in front of him. 

Kaka ~ 



After Tony clicked a few times, a robotic arm suddenly stretched out from the periphery of the 

experimental area, holding a lot of things on it. After moving to David, the robotic arm slowly put the 

things it caught on the ground. 

David looked puzzled when he saw the robot arm in front of him. He didn’t know what Tony was doing 

with these things. At this point, there are several strip items on the ground in front of David, including 

metal products and some other materials. 

“David, can you test the power of the magic sword on these things?” Seeing that David didn’t seem to 

understand the meaning of him taking out these things, Tony shouted in the back. 

Hearing Tony’s words, another layer of black lines were added on David’s head. However, he still waved 

the magic blade honestly on the experimental materials. 

Brush! Brush! Brush! Tann ~ ~ ~ 

Three consecutive swords passed and the previous three pieces of experimental material were cut off 

instantly. As David continued to chop on the fourth piece of material, he did not cut it all at once and 

made a crisp impact. 

“Huh?” Raising his hand, David looked at the metal material in surprise. Although magic blades are not 

able to cut everything, at least the general metal equipment are still in the cuttable category. 

Just when David was wondering what this material was made of, Tony in the back was already recording 

the results. “Well, all the alloy materials except for Adamantium were cut in an instant. It seems that the 

cutting properties on this magic blade are very high. “ 

“Well, David, can you switch back to the magic shield just now? I forgot to test the magic shield’s 

defense power.” After checking the attack properties of the magic sword, Tony raised his head and 

shouted at David again. 

Brush! 

Card! 

Hearing Tony’s shouts, David, who was watching Adamantium material makes a quick swipe of his magic 

blade and slams it on the Adamantium again. This time, though, the Adamantium alloy was not cut, but 

a small crack appeared. It seems that David is finally getting impatient with Tony’s request. 

However, after thinking about it, Tony had promised that he would help them find Mirage Knight, so 

David took a deep breath and dispelled it. Then a magic shield appeared on his hand again. 

Tony then experimented with a series of attacks on that magic shield. In the end, the magic shield’s 

defensive power was also tested. The results of the experiment also surprised Tony. 

After that, David, who has adjusted his mentality, fully cooperated with Tony’s requirements, constantly 

releasing different types of magic. In the end, David exhausted his energy, but Tony was still not 

satisfied. So, Rick, who had been watching, was caught by Tony. 



“Well, it seems like it’s your turn, Rick. Don’t Worry, I have a good relationship with Mirage Knight. As 

long as you help me complete this experiment, I will call him right away.” Looking at Rick, Tony said with 

a smile. 

Rick: “…” 

In the end, Rick silently took over from David. As for David, he was so tired that he didn’t want to say 

anything. He had never thought that one day he would be exhausted by helping others do magic 

experiments. 

 


